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Abstract. We demonstrate quantitative analysis and error correction
of optical coherence tomography �OCT� retinal images by using a
custom-built, computer-aided grading methodology. A total of 60 Stra-
tus OCT �Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, California� B-scans collected
from ten normal healthy eyes are analyzed by two independent grad-
ers. The average retinal thickness per macular region is compared
with the automated Stratus OCT results. Intergrader and intragrader
reproducibility is calculated by Bland-Altman plots of the mean dif-
ference between both gradings and by Pearson correlation coeffi-
cients. In addition, the correlation between Stratus OCT and our
methodology-derived thickness is also presented. The mean thickness
difference between Stratus OCT and our methodology is 6.53 �m
and 26.71 �m when using the inner segment/outer segment �IS/OS�
junction and outer segment/retinal pigment epithelium �OS/RPE� junc-
tion as the outer retinal border, respectively. Overall, the median of
the thickness differences as a percentage of the mean thickness is less
than 1% and 2% for the intragrader and intergrader reproducibility
test, respectively. The measurement accuracy range of the OCT retinal
image analysis �OCTRIMA� algorithm is between 0.27 and 1.47 �m
and 0.6 and 1.76 �m for the intragrader and intergrader reproducibil-
ity tests, respectively. Pearson correlation coefficients demonstrate
R2�0.98 for all Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study �ETDRS�
regions. Our methodology facilitates a more robust and localized
quantification of the retinal structure in normal healthy controls and
patients with clinically significant intraretinal features. © 2010 Society of
Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3470116�
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Introduction

ptical coherence tomography �OCT� is a relatively new im-
ging modality that can generate high-resolution and high-
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mi, Miller School of Medicine, Bascom Palmer Eye Institute, 1638 Northwest
0th Avenue, Miami, Florida 33136. Tel: 305-482-4376; Fax: 305-326-6547.
-mail: dcabrera2@med.miami.edu
ournal of Biomedical Optics 046015-
contrast cross sectional images of thin layers of biological
tissue.1 This imaging system is based on the principle of op-
tical low-coherence interferometry that measures the echo
time delay and intensity of backscattered light and thus re-
solves the position of reflective or optical backscattering sites
within a tissue sample.1,2 To use OCT to quantitatively evalu-
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te structural changes in the retina caused by a number of
evere eye diseases, a segmentation-based determination of
he thicknesses of the different intraretinal layers is required.
egmentation is an important component of OCT data pro-
essing, in which different intraretinal layers are identified
nd separated from each other. There are two main drawbacks
ith automated segmentation approaches. The first is that dis-

ased retinal structure can vary substantially among patients.
he structural disruption observed in these patients often pro-
uces artifacts to segmentation results. The other main draw-
ack originates from inaccuracies in the data acquisition sys-
ems due to the noisy speckle field superimposed on imaged
tructures. Consequently, the intervention of a human operator
s often needed to correct the segmentation result manually. In
ddition, an optimal user interface is usually lacking in the
maging applications of OCT devices to carefully review seg-

entation results and correct them if required. As a result,
arameter outputs of some commercial OCT systems are of-
en used without caution in retinal examinations by the oph-
halmic community.

Computer-aided manual correction of OCT segmentation
an be useful for correcting thickness measurements in cases
ith errors of automated retinal boundary detection, and can

lso be useful for quantitative analysis of clinically relevant
eatures, such as the volume of subretinal fluid and intraretinal
uid-filled regions.3 It is well known that detection algorithms
ail when the retinal structure is disrupted by fluid accumula-
ion, which can lead to inaccurate measurements of retinal
hickness. Thus, there is a need for developing efficient, user-
riendly software tools that will supplement accurate auto-
ated boundary detection algorithms to generate more precise

egmentation of the various cellular layers of the retina. For
nstance, an interactive procedure could be activated, by

eans of which the user edits the segmentation directly or
rovides extra information to reconfigure the computational
art. If the result generated by the computational part is
rong, the user can correct it directly using a manual editor.

The commercial Stratus OCT �Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin,
alifornia� software has a measurement capability limited to

hickness calculation of the macula and retinal nerve fiber
ayer �RNFL�. Thus, quantitative information on intraretinal
ayers is not provided by this instrument. This limitation in the
tratus OCT system has stimulated interest in developing seg-
entation algorithms to better detect the local changes in the

etinal structure.3–18 In addition, the quantification provided
y this system is often imprecise because of erroneous detec-
ion of the inner and outer borders of the retina.19–21 As a
esult, potentially useful quantitative information is not ex-
racted by the current commercial Stratus OCT. In an effort to
rovide additional retinal quantifications along with accurate
utomatic/semiautomatic detection, various computer-aided
rading procedures have been introduced.3–18 Specifically, we
eveloped a computer-aided grading methodology for OCT
etinal image analysis �OCTRIMA� that is an interactive,
ser-friendly stand-alone application for analyzing Stratus
CT retinal images. The OCTRIMA methodology integrates
denoising and edge enhancement technique along with a

egmentation algorithm previously developed by Cabrera
ernández, Salinas, and Puliafito.6 The denoising and edge
nhancement techniques are part of a novel preprocessing step
hat facilitates better automatic segmentation results. In addi-
ournal of Biomedical Optics 046015-
tion, the semiautomatic segmentation correction tool of OCT-
RIMA minimizes segmentation errors generated during the
OCTRIMA’s automatic segmentation process, significantly re-
ducing the need for manual error corrections. It also gives
quantitative information of intraretinal structures, and facili-
tates the analysis of other retinal features that may be of di-
agnostic and prognostic value, such as morphology and
reflectivity.13,19,21

In this work we aim to describe the correlation between
Stratus OCT and OCTRIMA-derived thickness data, along
with the intergrader and intragrader reproducibility of OCT-
RIMA segmentation using a set of data described
previously.22 In addition, we describe how this tool corrects
erroneous automatic segmentation results, and also demon-
strate the applicability of OCTRIMA to images obtained by
third and fourth generation OCT devices.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Data Collection to be Studied
The study conducted in this work was approved by the Insti-
tutional Review Board in our institutions. The research ad-
hered to the tenets set forth in the declaration of Helsinki. All
Stratus OCT study cases were obtained using the radial lines
protocol �1024 samples�512 A-scans per B-scan� on a
single Stratus OCT instrument �version 4.0 software�. All
Stratus OCT scans were taken at the macula. In addition, all
subjects scanned with the Stratus OCT unit underwent visual
acuity testing with refraction and a complete slit-lamp exami-
nation. Informed consent was obtained from each subject.

Macular radial line scans of the retina for each case were
exported to disk with the export feature available in the Stra-
tus OCT device. Total retinal thickness measurements were
obtained as provided by the Stratus OCT built-in algorithms
as well as with the OCTRIMA methodology. To demonstrate
intragrader and intergarder reproducibility of OCTRIMA and
the comparability of STRATUS and OCTRIMA-derived
thickness results, we used the same set of ten healthy eyes
�total of 60 OCT B-scans� from five normal subjects as re-
ported previously, ranging in age from 25 to 34 years �mean
age 29 years�.22 As in some Fourier-domain OCT �FD-OCT�
systems, OCTRIMA facilitates the total retinal thickness cal-
culations between the inner limiting membrane �ILM� and the
inner boundary of the second hyperreflective band, which has
been attributed to the outer segment/retinal pigment epithe-
lium �OS/RPE� junction in agreement with histological
studies.14,23,24 �see Fig. 1�. Moreover, as in the Stratus OCT
system, OCTRIMA’s total retinal thickness measurements can
be also obtained by calculating the thickness between the ILM
and the inner boundary of the innermost hyperreflective band
corresponding to the inner segment-outer segment �IS/OS�
junction. Accordingly, Stratus OCT retinal thickness measure-
ments were compared with the OCTRIMA measurements in
each of the nine macular regions defined by the Early Treat-
ment Diabetic Retinopathy Study �ETDRS� using the two pre-
viously defined calculations for the total retinal thickness.25

Differences in macular volume measurements were also cal-
culated. Moreover, the agreement of the thickness measured
by OCTRIMA and Stratus OCT and those recently reported in
the literature as a result of using FD-OCT systems were also
evaluated.
July/August 2010 � Vol. 15�4�2
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Complementary cases with clinically significant intrareti-
al features from Stratus OCT were also collected only for
emonstration purposes of the image segmentation perfor-
ance and error correction using OCTRIMA. Particularly,

hese cases included a patient with mild nonproliferative dia-
etic retinopathy without macular edema and a patient with
eovascular age-related macular degeneration. In both cases,
he macular radial lines protocol was used. Moreover, to es-
ablish the feasibility of OCTRIMA for analyzing images
rom advanced OCT imaging systems, two image sets from
wo different FD-OCT systems were also analyzed with OCT-
IMA. One set of images was obtained from the Bioptigen
pectral Domain Ophthalmic Imaging System �Bioptigen In-
orporated, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina�, while
he other set was scanned by a custom-developed ultrahigh
D-OCT adapted from our anterior segment OCT system with
3-�m axial resolution. The system configurations for these

wo FD-OCT systems have been detailed elsewhere.26,27

.2 Computer-Aided Optical Coherence Tomography
Grading Method

he method used for OCT image analysis �OCTRIMA� was
eveloped using the Matlab graphical user interface design
nvironment tool. The OCTRIMA methodology essentially
rovides dual functionality by combining image enhancement

ig. 1 OCTRIMA screenshot showing the segmentation results for a
abeled as: ILM �inner limiting membrane�, RNFL �retinal nerve fiber la
inner nuclear layer�, OPL �outer plexiform layer�, ONL �outer nuclear
ayer �RPE�. We note that the sublayer labeled as ONL is actually e
0-�m resolution OCT image this thin membrane cannot be visua
lassification is our assumption and does not reflect the actual ana
ransition between GCL and IPL, the outer boundary of the GCL layer
CL+IPL layer is preferable.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 046015-
and denoising of Stratus OCT images along with automatic
segmentation of the various cellular layers of the retina. More
details of the segmentation and preprocessing process can be
found in Cabrera Fernández, Salinas, and Puliafito,6 and Sali-
nas and Cabrera Fernández.28 Moreover, OCTRIMA has the
capability to perform calculations based on measured values
of corrected thickness, and reflectance of the various cellular
layers of the retina and the whole macula.

OCTRIMA also facilitates semiautomatic correction of
discontinuities in each detected boundary after automated seg-
mentation, along with manual error correction using direct
visual evaluation of the detected boundaries. Particularly, the
methodology allows the operator to utilize simple computer
mouse clicks to fix various boundaries in each of the six radial
line OCT B-scans by using predefined corrective functions
�see Fig. 2�. These errors are mainly due to both the presence
of high reflectivity regions in the inner retina, and loss of
retinal structure information in local regions along the retinal
cross section, as visualized by the commercial OCT system.
Since normative data for OCT analysis are crucial to compare
various treatment strategies, OCTRIMA facilitates normative
data from healthy controls and also allows the user to generate
a new norm using healthy or pathological subjects. The OCT-
RIMA’s norm is based on data from 74 healthy subjects
�35�13 years� as described previously.22 In addition, OCT-

B-scan obtained from a healthy normal eye. The layers have been
CL+IPL complex �ganglion cell layer and inner plexiform layer�, INL
OS �outer segment of photoreceptors�, and retinal pigment epithelial

g the external limiting membrane �ELM� and IS, but in the standard
learly, making the segmentation of the IS difficult. Thus this layer
tructure. Also, observe that since there is no significant luminance
cult to visualize in the Stratus OCT image shown. Thus, a combined
n OCT
yer�, G
layer�,

nclosin
lized c
tomic s

is diffi
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IMA provides a standardized method for reporting changes
n thickness as a percentage of total possible change based on
ormative OCT data.29

.3 Statistical Methods
he coefficients of reproducibility were calculated using the
ethods outlined by Bland and Altman for each of the aver-

ged thickness measurements obtained for the total retina and
ntraretinal layers.30,31 The coefficients of reproducibility were
omputed from the standard deviations �SDs� of the differ-
nces between measurements made by each grader. The sta-
istical analysis was performed using the software package
PSS version 16 �SPSS Incorporated, Chicago, Illinois�.

Results
.1 Comparison of Stratus OCT Thickness

Measurements and Optical Coherence
Tomography Retinal Image Analysis Thickness
Measurements

n contrast to Stratus OCT thickness calculations, OCTRIMA
easurements of total retinal thickness were obtained using

wo different assumptions for the outer retinal boundary: 1.
he inner boundary of the innermost hyperreflective band cor-
esponding to the IS/OS junction �as defined in Stratus OCT�,
nd 2. the inner border of the second hyperreflective band,
ssumed to be the OS/RPE junction. We note that the first
ssumption allows a fair comparison between the automated
esults of Stratus OCT and OCTRIMA algorithms for the con-
ention used by the Stratus OCT algorithms. Table 1 shows
he level of agreement between OCTRIMA and Stratus OCT

easurements when the two different outer retinal border as-
umptions are applied on the same Stratus OCT images. Pear-
on correlation coefficients demonstrated R2�0.98 for all
TDRS regions �data not shown�.

When OCTRIMA calculations used the convention
dopted by Stratus OCT �i.e., inner border of the innermost
yperreflective band as the outer retinal border�, the mean
hickness difference was 6.53 �m, which corresponded to 3%
f the measured Stratus OCT retinal thickness. Measurements
n the foveal central region �R1�, inferior inner region �R4�,
nd, nasal, inferior, and temporal outer �R7, R8, and R9� re-
ions showed the greatest disagreement between the OCT-
IMA and Stratus algorithms. Particularly, the mean differ-

ig. 2 Flowchart showing the classification of segmentation errors and
heir corresponding manual corrective functions.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 046015-
ence included only 4% �except in R8� of the measured value
obtained by the Stratus OCT algorithms. As expected, the
foveal center point �FCP� measurements demonstrated best
agreement, because no interpolation is required for these cal-
culations �data not shown�. Moreover, total macular volume, a
measure derived from thickness in all data points of the
macula, was 3% higher by OCTRIMA compared to Stratus
OCT results, also supporting an average difference of 3% in
thickness measurements. In contrast, when OCTRIMA calcu-
lations used the inner border of the second hyperreflective
band �i.e., OS/RPE junction� as the outer retinal border, the
mean thickness difference corresponded to 11% of the mea-
sured Stratus OCT retinal thickness. Similarly, the mean dif-
ference for the foveal region �R1� included only 17% of the
measured value obtained by the Stratus OCT algorithms.
Moreover, the mean difference results for the superior, nasal,
inferior, and temporal inner and outer regions of the macula
�R2 through R9� included 8 to 12% of the Stratus OCT mea-
surements �see Table 1�. Correspondingly, total macular vol-
ume was 10% higher by OCTRIMA compared to Stratus OCT
results, also supporting an average difference of 10% in thick-
ness measurements.

3.2 Intragrader and Intergrader Reproducibility
of Thickness Measurements

As a result of scanning a total of ten healthy eyes, a total of 60
OCT B-scans were collected and analyzed by two indepen-
dent experienced graders �G1 and G2�. Moreover, to assess
the overall performance of the OCTRIMA software, the aver-
age �between the two graders� retinal thickness in each of the
nine ETDRS regions obtained by OCTRIMA analysis was
compared with the automated Stratus OCT results. All scans
in the study had a signal strength of 9 or 10. Algorithm per-
formance was visually evaluated by the experienced graders
to detect segmentation errors. Criteria for algorithm error in-
cluded evident disruption of the detected boundary �e.g.,
small peaks, linear and curve offsets�, and/or detected bound-
ary jumping to and from different anatomical structures �i.e.,
false segmentation�. The average number of manual correc-
tions needed per scan was three. The inner nuclear layer �INL�
and outer plexiform layer �OPL� were the layers that required
most of the manual corrections.

Table 2 shows the reproducibility attained by one grader
�G2� after analyzing each of the ten eyes at two separate times
�intragrader test, one week interval between analyses� using
OCTRIMA software. Thickness measurements �mean�SD�
of the total retina and intraretinal layers are also shown in
Table 2. The coefficient of reproducibility �CR� obtained for
the thickness measurements was less than 0.2% for the total
retina, less than 0.4% for the ONL, and less than 3% for the
remaining layers. Overall, the median of the thickness differ-
ences as a percentage of the mean thickness was less than 1%.
According to our results, the measurement accuracy of the
OCTRIMA algorithm ranged between 0.27 to 1.47 �m �see
Table 2�. Excellent intragrader agreement could be observed
in the Bland-Altman plots of the mean difference between
both grading sessions for each of the calculated intraretinal
layer thicknesses �see Fig. 3�.

Table 3 shows the level of agreement between the two
graders �intergrader reproducibility test, i.e., G1 versus G2�
July/August 2010 � Vol. 15�4�4
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Table 1 Comparison between Stratus OCT retinal thickness measurements �mean values� and the OCT-
RIMA measurements �mean values� obtained using: 1. the inner border of the IS/OS junction, and 2. the
inner border of the OS/RPE junction as the outer retinal boundary. Differences in the measurement of the
total macular volume are also included and are expressed in cubic millimeters �mm3�.

Thickness calculations using the Stratus OCT convention
�ILM to the inner border of the IS/OS junction�

Macular regions

Stratus
OCT
��m�

OCTRIMA
��m�

Mean absolute
difference

��m�

Percent of the
STRATUS OCT
measurement

�%�

Fovea �R1� 184.50 176.87 7.63 4.14

Superior inner �R2� 283.90 280.47 3.43 1.21

Nasal inner �R3� 281.00 282.18 1.18 0.42

Inferior inner �R4� 280.70 272.17 8.53 3.04

Temporal inner �R5� 266.20 265.24 0.96 0.36

Superior outer �R6� 243.30 239.34 3.96 1.63

Nasal outer �R7� 259.00 249.55 9.45 3.65

Inferior outer �R8� 232.30 217.62 14.68 6.32

Temporal outer �R9� 224.40 215.41 8.99 4.01

Mean 250.59 244.32 6.53 2.75

Range �184.50 to
283.90�

�182.86 to
282.09�

�0.96 to 14.68� �0.42 to 6.32�

Total macular volume „mm3
…

6.99 6.76 0.23 3.28

Thickness calculations using OCTRIMA’s convention
�ILM to the inner border of the OS/RPE junction�

Macular regions Stratus
OCT
��m�

OCTRIMA
��m�

Mean absolute
difference

��m�

Percent of the
STRATUS OCT
measurement

�%�

Fovea �R1� 184.50 215.09 30.59 16.58

Superior Inner �R2� 283.90 311.50 27.60 9.72

Nasal inner �R3� 281.00 313.26 32.26 11.48

Inferior inner �R4� 280.70 304.13 23.43 8.35

Temporal inner �R5� 266.20 298.20 32.00 12.02

Superior outer �R6� 243.30 272.49 29.19 12.00

Nasal outer �R7� 259.00 281.49 22.49 8.68

Inferior outer �R8� 232.30 250.71 18.41 7.92

Temporal outer �R9� 224.40 248.80 24.40 10.87

Mean 250.59 277.30 26.71 10.85

Range �184.50 to
283.90�

�215.09 to
313.26�

�18.41 to 32.00� �8.35 to 16.58�

Total macular volume „mm3
…

6.99 7.68 0.69 9.93
ournal of Biomedical Optics July/August 2010 � Vol. 15�4�046015-5
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sing the OCTRIMA software. The coefficient of reproduc-
bility obtained for the thickness measurements was less than
.5% for the total retina, less than 0.7% for the ONL, and less
han 5% for the remaining layers. According to our results, the

easurement accuracy of our algorithm ranged between
.6 to 1.76 �m �see Table 3�. Overall, the median of the
hickness differences as a percentage of the mean thickness
as less than 2%.

.3 Image Segmentation Performance and Error
Correction Using Optical Coherence
Tomography Retinal Image Analysis

llustrative cases of diseases with subretinal anomalies and
epresentative intraretinal boundary detection errors are
hown in Figs. 4–6. Compared to a free-hand correction
here curves are manually drawn, OCTRIMA’s manual cor-

ective functions facilitate the correction of segmentation er-
ors using less reviewing time. The advantage is based on the
act that OCTRIMA manual correction is performed after the
emiautomatic correction of errors, which reduces signifi-
antly the time required to redraw the curves.

.3.1 Mild nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy
without macular edema

igure 4 shows an OCTRIMA segmented B-scan before and
fter applying manual corrections. In this study case, the rep-
esentative B-scan was taken from a set of images obtained
or a diabetic patient with mild nonproliferative diabetic ret-
nopathy without macular edema �male, 59 years old�. Char-
cteristic intraretinal boundary detection errors such as small
eaks, linear offsets, curve offsets, and false segmentations
re illustrated in Fig. 4�a�. False segmentation refers to the
alsely detected inner and/or outer boundaries of an intrareti-
al layer. This particular error is most commonly found dur-
ng the RNFL’s outer border detection. Specifically, there are

Table 2 Intragrader reproducibility using OCT
eyes. We note that the mean thickness value is
surements at every A-scan location for all six
subtracting OCTRIMA thickness measurement ob
ness measurement obtained during the second g
taking the absolute value. †Median of the differe
of mean thickness across all ten eyes.

Mean
thickness

�grader 1�
��m�

Mean
thickness

�grader 2�
��m�

*M
thick

S
��

RNFL 40.76 40.76 40.76

GCL+IPL 72.65 72.79 72.72

INL 34.30 34.50 34.40

OPL 32.64 32.62 32.63

ONL 88.37 88.35 88.36

Total
retina

280.50 280.63 280.56
ournal of Biomedical Optics 046015-
certain cases in which the true anatomical thickness of the
RNFL layer �or some regions of the RNFL layer� might be
negligible. In other cases, one side of the RNFL layer is com-
pletely invisible in the OCT image, like for example in the
temporal part of a horizontal B-scan �see Fig. 4�b��. In such
cases, a correction is required to overlap the inner and outer
boundaries of the RNFL layer in the regions of negligible
thickness �see Figs. 4�c� and 4�d��. However, sometimes the
boundary detection algorithm fails in such specific cases when
localized bright spots of high intensity appear on some re-
gions of the RNFL layer, and falsely displays the outer bound-
ary of the RNFL layer as a result of the peak search algorithm,
which looks for zero crossings in the structure. Hence, the
RNFL outer boundary must be manually corrected to appear
overlapped on the inner boundary in the invisible part of the
layer. As can be seen in Fig. 4�b�, the ILM boundary on the
inner side of the RNFL is detected but no boundary is de-
tected on the outer left side, since the RNFL is not visible on
this �temporal� side for this particular scan, whereas the
RNFL is bright and clearly visible on the right �nasal� side of
the scan �see Figs. 4�a� and 4�b��. Figure 4�c� shows the
manually corrected outer boundary of the IPL �outlined in
yellow� using the “small peak” corrective function of the
manual correction software tool, which removes the over-
shoots or undershoots in the individual boundaries.

These are also parts of a boundary that form a straight line
segment, but are incorrectly detected as a peak or an elevated
or depressed line segment by the automated segmentation al-
gorithm. This detection error is classified as a linear offset. To
resolve this class of error, the user has to manually select two
points to draw a straight line segment on the specific bound-
ary containing the offset. For example, a straight line segment
was manually drawn to correct the linear offset in the outer
boundary of the OPL �see the boundary outlined in green in
Fig. 4�e��. Figure 4�f� shows the manual corrections for the

*Mean thickness value averaged across all ten
of averaging the uninterpolated thickness mea-

s of all ten eyes. **This value is calculated by
during the first grading from the OCTRIMA thick-
for each eye by the same grader G2, and then
tween measurements expressed as a percentage

**Mean
absolute

difference
��m�

†Median of
difference/

mean
thickness

�%�
CR

��m�
CR
�%�

0.17 0.22 0.47 1.16

0.43 0.43 1.47 2.03

0.25 0.56 0.50 1.45

0.22 0.52 0.57 1.76

0.10 0.08 0.27 0.30

9 0.21 0.07 0.46 0.17
RIMA.
a result
B-scan
tained
rading

nces be

ean
ness±
D
m�

±1.39

±7.14

±1.25

±0.62

±4.98

±12.3
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nner and outer boundaries of the INL �outlined in yellow and
yan, respectively� that had segmentation errors as a result of
urve offsets �see Fig. 4�a��. Curve offset is a term given to
he curved portion of a boundary that has not been recognized
s a curve, but instead has been incorrectly segmented as an
levated or depressed curve. Curve offsets have been rectified
sing a function based on a customized contour model origi-
ally introduced to identify nonconvex shapes in OCT
mages.3 This function allows the user to select multiple
losely spaced points that will be joined to trace a curve and
emove the offset. Figure 4�f� shows the result of the “curve
lotting” function applied to correct the inner and outer
oundaries of the INL �outlined in yellow and cyan, respec-
ively�.

ig. 3 Bland-Altman plots of the the mean difference between both g
wo separate occasions using OCTRIMA. Mean layer thickness for eac
rading procedures. Solid lines show the mean of the differences betw
ournal of Biomedical Optics 046015-
Additionally, an OCTRIMA predefined control is also in
place for the inner retinal layers �RNFL, ganglion cell, and
inner plexiform layer complex �GCL+IPL� and INL� and
OPL in a 1.5-mm-diam zone in the fovea, where retinal re-
flections are minimally visible.6 The control forces the ILM,
the inner and outer side of the GCL+IPL complex, and the
outer side of the INL and OPL to be coincident in this region
�see Fig. 4�a��. Sometimes, small peaks appear at the periph-
ery of this controlled foveal region. In such a case, it appears
that the coincident layers deviate from the true foveal visible
boundary and need to be corrected so that they overlap in the
periphery of the controlled foveal region. Thus, the “overlap”
function of the manual correction software tool is useful to

for each intraretinal layer thickness calculated by the same grader in
ct is plotted against the difference in layer thickness between the two
e two gradings, while dashed lines represent the CR values.
radings
h subje
een th
July/August 2010 � Vol. 15�4�7
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ectify the segmentation at the fovea �see Fig. 4�d��.
Figure 7 shows OCTRIMA thickness maps for the overall

acula and each intraretinal layer obtained from the patient
mage data shown in Fig. 4. The ETDRS-like regions are
ased on nine sectional thickness values in three concentric
ircles obtained from interpolation of the six linear scans,
ith diameters of 1, 3, and 6 mm. These maps are obtained

ccording to the standards set by the ETDRS, similarly to the
tratus OCT analysis software, and can be easily exported to
PDF document along with the numerical results in tabulated

ormat. The output data includes three main quantitative mea-
ures: thickness, volume, and reflectance. The sectional mea-
urements in the retinal thickness map are calculated from the
veraged data from the six individual scans. The norm used in
CTRIMA was obtained from 74 healthy eyes

35�13 years�, as described previously.22

ig. 4 Segmented B-scan before and after applying manual correc-
ions. �a� Visible segmentation errors such as small peaks, linear off-
ets, curve offsets, and false segmentations. Manual error removal
unctions are available for: �b� False segmentation: note that the RNFL
s not visible on the left side of the B-scan. The outer boundary of the
NFL is not properly detected. Note that the inner and outer bound-
ries �outlined in magenta and red, respectively� of the RNFL overlap
fter manually correcting the segmentation error. �c� Small peaks: note
hat the small peak or overshoot in the IPL outer boundary �outlined in
ellow� has been manually corrected using the “Small Peak” correc-
ion function. �d� Foveal center control: the outer boundaries of the
PL, INL, and the OPL �outlined in yellow, cyan, and green, respec-
ively� are made to appear coincident in the central foveal region,
ccording to the control defined in the automated segmentation algo-
ithm. �e� Linear offsets: note that the linear offsets in the outer bound-
ries of the OPL �outlined in green� are corrected manually by draw-
ng a straight line segment on the specific boundary containing the
ffset. �f� Curved offsets: note that the curve offsets in the inner and
uter boundaries of the INL �outlined in yellow and cyan, respec-
ively� are corrected manually using the “curve plotting” function.
Color online only.�
ournal of Biomedical Optics 046015-
3.3.2 Neovascular age-related macular degeneration

The current standard OCT algorithms for obtaining the retinal
thickness and volume information are error-prone when used
to evaluate edematous retina, and are unable to independently
assess fluid under the retina and the retinal pigment epithe-
lium. Even when the current algorithm accurately identifies
the appropriate boundaries, the retinal volume and thickness
calculations only take into account the entire area between the
outer reflective band �retinal pigment epithelial layer� and the
inner retinal surface. Thus, the algorithms are unable to inde-
pendently assess the area and volume of the fluid-filled cystic
areas within and under the retina that represent leakage from
choroidal neovascularization �CNV�. However, our methodol-
ogy allows the user to trace the internal boundary of visible
nonconvex-shaped structures, such as intraretinal and subreti-
nal fluid-filled regions, if present and visible on the OCT
B-scan. To quantify the area of these fluid-filled regions, we
used an active contour model to outline these regions.3 Figure
5 illustrates a common error in retinal boundary detection by
the Stratus OCT software in a scan obtained from a patient
with neovascular age-related macular degeneration �AMD�. In
neovascular AMD, the fluid accumulation usually can be
identified within the retina, under the retina, and under the
RPE layer. In this case, peripheral and pericentral fluid-filled
regions were observed in the OCT B-scans at presentation
�see Fig. 5�. Note that the Stratus algorithm erroneously de-
tected the border of the innermost hyperreflective band in four
of the six radial line scans. In addition, the fluid-filled region
is included as part of the retinal structure for the thickness
calculation. As a result, the retina appears thickened in this
patient. OCTRIMA was able to correctly detect the bound-
aries of the retinal structure and the fluid-filled regions �see
Fig. 6, top section�. The corresponding thickness maps are
shown in Fig. 6, bottom section.

Fig. 5 Stratus OCT automated segmentation results for a patient with
neovascular AMD showing common detection errors. The white
circles indicate the areas where the Stratus OCT algorithm fails to
properly detect the outer boundary. The red asterisk indicates the ar-
eas with fluid accumulation that were included in the final thickness
calculations provided by Stratus OCT. �Color online only.�
July/August 2010 � Vol. 15�4�8
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.3.3 Advanced optical coherence tomography
imaging systems

ur methodology is also suitable for FD-OCT images that
ave better resolution, and as such, ensure robust segmenta-
ion. To prove this, we applied OCTRIMA segmentation to
aw images taken from FD-OCT devices using the same pa-
ameters optimized for Stratus OCT images. Particularly, Fig.
�a� shows the OCTRIMA segmentation results for an image
btained with the Bioptigen Spectral Domain Ophthalmic Im-
ging System �Bioptigen Incorporated, Research Triangle
ark, North Carolina�. Figure 8�b� shows OCTRIMA segmen-

ation results for an OCT image from a healthy eye obtained
ith a custom-developed FD-OCT adapted from our anterior

egment OCT system with �3-�m axial resolution.26 We
ote that significant improvement has been obtained for the
elineation of the INL, OPL, and OS in the advanced OCT
mages analyzed.

Discussion
ccording to our experience, the most difficult part of bio-
edical image analysis is unsupervised segmentation. How-

ver, our preprocessing method and quantitative methodology
or OCT images could be used to automatically segment the
etinal structure in both normal and pathological
ubjects.6,19,21,22,33 Although our methodology was initially de-
eloped for the quantitative analysis of Stratus OCT images, it
s also potentially useful for the analysis of new OCT tech-
ologies, such as spectral domain and ultrahigh resolution-
ased OCT technology, which provide images with higher
esolution along with a dense map of the retina. This particu-
ar methodology could help ophthalmologists explore Stratus
CT data by providing visualization and analysis methods, in

onjunction with a segmentation method for extracting retinal
ayers and other structures, such as intraretinal and subretinal

Table 3 Intergrader reproducibility using OCT
eyes. We note that the mean thickness value is
surements at every A-scan location for all six
subtracting OCTRIMA thickness measurement ob
ness measurement obtained during the second g
taking the absolute value. †Median of the differe
of mean thickness across all ten eyes.

Mean
thickness

�grader 1�
��m�

Mean
thickness

�grader 2�
��m�

*M
thickn

��

RNFL 40.76 40.72 40.74

GCL+IPL 72.65 73.63 73.14

INL 34.30 33.91 34.11

OPL 32.64 32.24 32.44

ONL 88.37 88.56 88.46

Total
retina

280.50 280.50 280.51
ournal of Biomedical Optics 046015-
fluid-filled regions. Moreover, OCTRIMA allows further pro-
cessing, so that users can diagnose and evaluate disease pro-
gression. In addition, OCTRIMA provides a manual correc-
tion tool that facilitates the interaction with the automated
segmentation results, enabling significant improvements of
segmentation accuracy.

We found that our methodology works well at isolating
most retinal layers and structures in normal healthy controls
and patients with early retinopathy and diabetic diffuse macu-
lar edema.6,19,21,22,33 Accordingly, a more robust and localized
quantification of the retinal structure can be achieved using
this methodology. The thickness differences between Stratus
OCT and OCTRIMA calculations obtained with the conven-
tion adopted by Stratus OCT �i.e., inner border of the inner-
most hyperreflective band as the outer retinal border� could be
explained by Stratus OCT algorithm errors in the segmenta-
tion of the inner and outer borders of the retina, differences in
interpolation algorithms, and scan realignment methods. On
the other hand, the thickness difference between Stratus OCT
measurements and OCTRIMA calculations obtained using the
inner border of the second hyperreflective band �i.e., OS/RPE
junction� as the outer retinal border was consistent with those
obtained by comparing retinal thickness measurements be-
tween Stratus OCT and FD-OCT systems.32

The total time required to preprocess and automatically
segment an OCT image �B-scan� is 20 s on a computer with
an Intel® Core™ 2 Extreme CPU Q9300 at 2.53 GHz and
8 Gb. Since the average number of manual corrections
needed per scan was three, the total time required to complete
a manual correction per case was 6 s for healthy eyes and
10 to 20 s for pathological cases, depending on the magni-
tude of the retinal disruptions. We are currently improving the
automated segmentation method to reduce the time needed to
correct errors in segmentation. In a recent study, we obtained
a high degree of repeatability, reproducibility, and reliability

*Mean thickness value averaged across all ten
of averaging the uninterpolated thickness mea-

s of all ten eyes. **This value is calculated by
during the first grading from the OCTRIMA thick-
for each eye by the same grader G2, and then
tween measurements expressed as a percentage

**Mean
absolute

difference
��m�

†Median of
difference/

mean
thickness

�%�
CR

��m�
CR
�%�

0.67 1.55 1.70 4.16

1.11 1.50 1.76 2.40

0.56 1.17 1.11 3.27

0.48 1.47 0.84 2.58

0.26 0.22 0.60 0.68

6 0.49 0.15 1.24 0.44
RIMA.
a result
B-scan
tained
rading

nces be

ean
ess±SD
m�

±1.62

±7.34

±1.14

±0.66

±4.93

±12.2
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f our methodology using data from ten healthy control
yes.22

Conclusion
n this study we present a robust and interactive computer-
ided retinal image analysis method for the assessment of
etinal pathologies using Stratus OCT images. The software
mplements a custom segmentation algorithm to accurately
dentify the boundaries of the intraretinal layers with mini-

ized errors, which is functionally more efficient compared
o commercial Stratus OCT software. Additionally, compared
o free-hand corrections, OCTRIMA offers a less time-
onsuming method to manually eliminate visible irregulari-
ies, if any, in the detected boundaries between the various
ellular layers of the retina. This powerful capability ensures
igher accuracy in the numerical data obtained from the mea-
urements of the thickness and reflectance of each layer and
he whole macula. Additional capabilities of our methodology
nclude report generation for quantitative analysis of the

ig. 6 OCTRIMA segmentation results for a patient with neovascular A
uid-filled regions outlined. The ONL outer border was used as the o

able at the bottom�. The retinal thickness map along with the ETDRS
hown in the right-bottom section.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 046015-1
macula and intraretinal layers per scan and per region. More-
over, topographic maps for the thickness of each cellular layer
of the retina can be generated, which provides a visual aid for
better analysis of local structural changes, if any, in each ET-
DRS retinal region. Another potential advantage of our meth-
odology is the incorporation of a standard method for report-
ing changes in thickness, which could be used as a framework
for reporting treatment outcomes.29 Thus, our methodology
can be used to compare the efficacy of current and emerging
therapies, as well as monitor the progression of disease in
patients. Future work will include the adaptation of our meth-
odology into a more practical interface to handle the large
quantities of measured raw data generated by the advanced
OCT systems. Moreover, OCTRIMA’s retinal thickness mea-
surements could be used as a primary or secondary end point
for clinical trials of therapeutic agents for retinal tissue alter-
ations under investigation by pharmaceutical companies. We
do believe that OCTRIMA will help physicians to better di-

onaligned raw data for the same patient shown in Fig. 5� showing the
tinal border to compare results with Stratus OCT algorithms �see the
raphic map including the retinal structure and fluid-filled regions are
MD �n
uter re
topog
July/August 2010 � Vol. 15�4�0
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agnose and plan treatments, and also evaluate the efficacy of
therapeutic intervention.
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